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Key points:
- Why – beyond the political

- Renewable procurement in SC
- Cohort training 
- Columbia’s progress
- Recommendations
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Is it the Sun?
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Is it Volcanoes?
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Is it just these natural factors?
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So if it’s not nature, is it deforestation?
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Or ozone pollution?
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Or aerosol pollution?
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No, it really is greenhouse gases.
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All human factors.
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All natural factors
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All factors combined
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2017: City of Columbia took the Ready for 
100 pledge

The city and community, including 
transportation, will be powered by 100% 
renewable energy  by 2036

How to achieve that goal?
- Reduce over all energy usage 
- Electrify the fleet
- Procure renewable energy
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- No choice of power 
provider in SC

- City of Columbia is 
a Dominion 
customer  

- Must source 
renewables via 
Dominion



Dominion’s 2019 
power generation mix

24%

50%

23%
3%

Coal Natural gas Nuclear other

Today energy from Dominion 
is only 24% carbon free with 
much less renewable



City of Columbia electricity use: 
93,000 MW/yr ~ 45 MW solar 

Dominion owned solar:

400 MW currently online

+50 MW per year in 2026 & 2027

+100 MW year starting in 2030



Enter the large-scale renewable cohort training program 
- Free year long training via WRI and RMI

Pitched the idea to city council in mid-April 2021.
First meeting was May 2021.











PSC 2019-209-E
Voluntary Renewable 

Energy Program









Goal:  large-scale solar development (75 to 150 MW) via
private deal with Dominion
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Main deal points: 

- Cost neutrality for customers

- Location in the Midlands area

- Maintenance of reliability

- Opportunities for community outreach and education

Other considerations:

- Jobs for local residents

- Community solar for low-income renters



City of Columbia acting as the anchor
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Current items for consideration:
- 75 – 150 MW   
- 400 acres of land needed
- involvement of third-party funder / developer
- land: better as one parcel or many?
- land: cost implications if land is donated?
- land: interconnection limitations?





Current status of Columbia cohort:

- Need cost estimate before we can recruit more 

organizations or start RFP process

- Currently waiting on Dominion  

- Based on deal points, Dominion is modelling cost 

in 10MW increments

- Cost neutrality is not likely according to Dominion

- To date no official MOUs, good faith negotiations











Benefits of this WRI / RMI training:
- Free!!
- Walks you through the issues to consider
- Draft pitch decks
- One-on-one guidance at critical points during process
- Staff are great resources
- Well paced (~1 meeting a month).  Keeps you focused.

Challenges:
- A lot of details to learn
- Dominion is not as eager as the cohort to add more solar
- SLOW process!!



Benefits of a cohort:
- Develops new working relationships, which may translate to 

other procurement processes
- Stronger ask due to larger group

Considerations for a cohort:
- Group dynamics – need buy-in, trust, and leader(s)
- Need a leader organization
- Need a project facilitator lead
- Procurement laws may restrict certain types of research



My hope?

2024: cost neutral >75 MW of solar in the 
Midlands will be built for this cohort
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Thank you!
Questions?

loriz@sc.edu



2022 Tri-Association Conference
Speaker Recognition

A donation to SC State Parks Beautiful Places 
Alliance has been made in your name.

Thank You! 










